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About This Game

Wardens of the Amber cage is a cooperative action dungeon crawler.

Become one of the heroic warmage's spirits who fed their soul to the mystical Amber Cage, and swore to keep the horrors inside
from reaching reality.

 Explore and claim back the cells: artificial worlds corrupted by the things they were supposed to contain

 Fight hordes of fearsome opponents and their terrifying leaders

 Play with up to two firends with or without Virtual reality Headset

 Recover and unleash antique spells from powerful elemental arsenals

 Harvest the power of your enemies

 Challenge yourself with difficulty settings that increase pattern complexity

Controls

Support keyboard/mouse, Xbox360 controllers and natives VR controllers.
Work with SteamVR based headsets.

Play sitting down or in roomscale mode.
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Title: Wardens of the Amber Cage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Gembasher Studio
Publisher:
Gembasher Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1+, 8, 10, 64-bit versions only

Processor: SSE2 instruction supported. For VR : Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities. For VR : GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or
better.

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: The demonstration version is less than 100mb and should ensure the game work on your computer.

English,French
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Can't load past the intro, known bug and they are still selling it. :( hoping for fix since ive been waiting but I would wait to see if
they can fix it before you buy.
. Awesome!!! Used to play a lot of arcade games back in late 1980's. This takes it further. Lots of fun getting the achievements
and progressing up the levels also huge thumbs up for the upgrades. Everything is calculated and programmed very well, where
its possibly for the player to progress - if they can be quick on reactions. Well developed take on an old arcade physics and idea.
Well done to the dev!!!! :). P2W game, you must have at least one dlc for easier gameplay
for couple hour its fun to play but after several days play this its so boring... so repetitive. An expansion pack to an already great
game, this one is perfect the way it is.. Sure the graphics arent great and it might be a con for most people but this game is great
give it a chance. Its kind of like The Sims but you stay in the house and do all of your stuff there. The first hour night be
housekeeping but after that it gets better! Maybe I just have a biest because I played this game as a kid and have good memories
of it but its really good, I swear. oh i love shoot em up games heard there sequel to sky force well i just had to get this one well
about the same with more guns armor power up cards extremely powerful boss fights still its a worthy game of year recommend
it enjoy shoot em up this game is for you. A very barebones game that could have been so so so much better with the addecuate
time and effort investment.
Instead we got a Warhammer paintjob over Battle Academy, which is not necessarily bad, but thats all that there is.

Not good enough.. great except for some reason can't switch to the original.
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First mission has invincible dogs that you can barely see because they blend in with the background.

Hiding mechanic is bugged: I literally got stuck in a dumpster and had to quit the game.

New character is seemingly useless.

Now has objectives: no more "just rip everyone apart."

Soundtrack has been butchered even worse than your victims.

STAY AWAY!. The original Beat Hazard is an absolute classic. I bought this immediately and am pleased with the update.
Finally, it can detect and use music from my Apple Music collection! I'm still checking out all the new features, but I'm quite l
iking the upgrade to the classic Beat Hazard gameplay!. So this is a new medium a Visual talking book, Or VR Book?, and it
works really well, the VR scenes change as the narator reads to you, You can either let him read the book or read it your self if
you wish, The scenes obviously add to the story and I find myself lost in the story very quickly, each scene gives a good basis for
your imagination to complete and the scenes have visual effects like smoke etc to add to the realism.
Basically the story is set in earths future when our civilisation died off for some reason, Jack is on some kind of quest with his
trusty sword, The land is ruled by a King and Jack must make it to the border!, Remnents of earths past lie all around with giant
metal and concrete structures littering the land.
I hope we see more of this medium on the Vive and it's a sure thumbs up for this title, At the price you will be well pleased with
it.. I can't believe there are positive reviews for this game. The game is god awful. It's so bad I couldn't even put together a video
for it. I stopped at 2\/7 notes found. The other 5 notes can go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 themselves.. Good game kind
of...when plugging the controller in it starts to auto walk/spin to the left and the flashlight glitches out when it is pulled out.
There seems to be more bugs the longer you play the game. Im still pushing through to play the game, the concept is great and
well i want to get my moneys worth. haha! keep up the good work guys!. Your Welcome :)

I mean Thank You too... (Oops). Stories Of Bethem is a good Zelda: A Link To The Past inspired game. It has a nice little story,
easy to use controls, and enough content to keep you busy for many hours. As of this review I have put about 16 hours into the
game, and have not finished it yet. There is quite a bit to do in the game to level up your character. No quick run through here.

 If you enjoy the 2D Zelda games, then this will definitely keep you entertained.. I'm reluctant to give this a bad review, because
the artistic quality of the writing, visuals, music, etc. is quite high. Still, the experience as a whole leaves a tremendous amount
to be desired. Here are the things that really come up short for me:

1. The Combat

It doesn't feel like there was a comprehensive vision for this. The game simply vomits enemies and makes them run towards
you. There is no real enemy AI from what I can tell. This means that combat isn't particularly interesting to begin with, quickly
becomes very repetitive, and despite how the game is marketed, combat is definitely its core loop.

2. The Polish

Scenes often smash cut from one to another super abruptly, with no fades or other transitions of any kind. The multiplayer is, as
others have said, simply busted. There are just a lot of these kinds of little(?) details that make the game feel unfinished and
rushed out the door. They say you gotta do the first 90% of a project and then the second 90% - Moon Hunters often feels like
that second 90% fell by the wayside.

3. Narrative Structure
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While the quality of the writing is quite good, the way that the story and characters are presented is a pretty hot mess. I
understand what the game is trying to do in terms of allowing you to work out the story through multiple playthroughs (FWIW,
I've been through the game five times) but in practice it doesn't function well. Character prologues would help, a little more
linearity on initial playthroughs might help, there are a lot of things that could be done... Moon Hunters simply throws you into
deep water without any real sense of how to swim.

There is a really great game somewhere in here, and a lot of the pieces are already in place, but so much of it just comes off as
half-baked and barely-there. If this was in early access and coming to consoles a year from now, I'd say god bless - but it seems
like Kitfox believes this is a fully-finished, ready-for-market game.

I can't see how you can play this, eyes open, and believe that.. The game feels like it was a rushed response to capitalize on the
revival of 3D platformers inspired by the announcement of A Hat in Time and Yooka Laylee. The controls are awful, the
camera is worse, the difficulty requires perfection and sets you back a long way when you die, and the music is sickeningly
generic. The level design is good most of the time, but the controls and camera ruin it.. Super fun little game, if you want to play
for 10 minutes, show off a cool Vive experience, it's wll worth it's price.

Update 0.6.5.0 is now available:
Thank you, everyone, for buying SimpleRockets 2! We have been working hard on fixing as many bugs as we can as fast as we
can. I'm not sure that we've slept since release! It's always a humbling experience to release a game!

If you find any new issues with this release, please submit a bug report from within the game. Thanks for playing!

ENHANCEMENTS. Build 7 - Multiplayer, Halloween & More:

Multiplayer (Online Co-op). Demo is out!:
We released demo with three playable levels to promote our upcoming IndieGoGo campaign!

Here is link to the demo: https://tr8-torus-studios.itch.io/godly-corp

If you wish to support us, sign up here to receive additional Steam key for the perk you choose when contributing to our
campaign!
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/godly-corp-vr-experience-pc/coming_soon/x/18811300. # Weapon Types:
By the way, they aren’t as individualized as artifacts,but the various weapons available domestically have their own individual
characteristics as well.
I’ll tell you about them here.

First off are “Fine Blades”.
These include knives, rapiers, etc.
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Some fine blades have short blades, which are good for combo attacks.
Each individual attack incurs low damage, but the number of rapid attacks possible is higher than other weapons.
If you’re gonna use a fine blade, then it’s imperative to use an artifact that’ll let you take full advantage of multiple attacks
together with it.

Next up is “Long Blades”.
This includes longswords, flamberges, etc.
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Long blades are really versatile.
Attack power, blade length, combo attack ability,all the bases are covered with these.
They’re so versatile that you can use them well with pretty much any artifact.

Next, “Heavy Blades”.
This includes weapons such as spears and halberds.
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Their biggest characteristic is their attack range.
This also means that when backed into a corner, you’re kinda screwed.
This characteristic is both a blessing and a curse.
You’ll quickly realize that these have the widest attack range.
So you’ll need to think of ways to use them in which you won’t get backed into a corner.
For this, you’d do well to take advantage of artifacts that can disperse enemies, or those which can allow you to move quickly,
those which provide auras, etc., and cover up your weak points.

Last is “Broadaxes”.
This includes axes and hatchets.

Broadaxes are good for single-attack power and for dealing death blows.
They have the highest attack power.
However, in order to use this power properly, unlike other weapons, they must be wielded vertically.
This means that the attack range isn’t so wide, but it’s good for knocking enemies out of the air.
For broadaxes, you only need to think about how to best utilize their attack power.
Combo attacks, death blows, the better you’re able to use them, the more power you’ll be able to wield.

Take these facts into consideration when choosing weapons, and think about how you want to do battle, what sort of artifacts
you possess, and what they can do for you when choosing a weapon.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/. Paradiddle Drum Cover Contest #1 - Winners
Announced!:
Hey everyone!

It's my pleasure to announce the winners of the first Paradiddle Drum Cover Contest! All submitters won prizes, since we didn't
hit 10 covers for the contest (hopefully next time!), and I'm especially excited to announce the top 3:

1) ElNeax: Periphery - Marigold
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https://youtu.be/D8-fIp7gUrI
2) HowDoesOneEven: System of a Down - Toxicity
https://youtu.be/mKBsvz7B5eY
3) VRемя VR: Kino - Zvezda po imeny Solnche
https://youtu.be/FrkSNqh8sf4
Once again, a huge thank you to VRемя VR, ElNeax, jollygooduser, HowDoesOneEven and Red Varg for their submissions (all
of the submissions can be seen here), and to anyone who voted on the covers! I hope you all record more songs/covers in
Paradiddle in the future - thanks to you all we're able to really showcase how powerful Paradiddle can be.

I hope to organize another drum cover contest within a few months, once a bunch of new major features have been added to the
app. If any of the cover submitters are reading this, I'll be in touch with you shortly about figuring out logistics for the prizes.

Thanks!

- Emre
emre@paradiddleapp.com
Join us on Discord!: https://discordapp.com/invite/wjHnTVr
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ParadidleVR
Paradiddle drum covers Youtube playlist (your cover could be on here too!)
Official Paradiddle website: http://paradiddleapp.com
FAQ: http://paradiddleapp.com/faq
Reddit: http://reddit.com/r/paradiddle
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